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Abstract

Information retrieval (IR) is a well-established research and development area. Document formats such as SGML (Standard Generalised Mark-up Language) and XML (eXtensible Mark-up Language) have become widely used in recent years. Traditional IR systems demonstrate limitations when dealing with such documents, which motivated the emergence of structured document retrieval (SDR) technology intending to overcome these limitations. This paper reviews the work carried out from the inception to the development and application of SDR in engineering document management. The key issues of SDR are discussed and the state of the art of SDR to improve information access performance has been surveyed. A comparison of selected papers is provided and possible future research directions identified. The paper concludes with the expectation that SDR will make a positive impact on the process of engineering document management from document construction to its delivery in the future, and undoubtedly provide better information retrieval performance in terms of both precision and functionality.
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1. Introduction

Engineering processes are highly creative and knowledge-intensive and comprise activities such as design, engineering analysis, manufacture and performance evaluation. As the complexity of these activities increases, so does the complexity of the information exchange and communication between engineers [1]. Several studies show that engineers spend as much as two-thirds of their time communicating in order to get input to their work and to output results from their work [2], and one-third of their time on searching for and accessing design information [3]. Many engineers seek information from plural sources such as documents, people and agents, depending on the stage of the engineering process. For example, in the early design stage (such as conceptual design) when product features are vague, design engineers may focus more on seeking information from colleagues, communities and their own memories [4]. At the later stages such as detailed design and engineering analysis stages, engineers will rely more on formally recorded information such as reports, drawings, models and manuals [5,6].

It is believed that only 20% of formal information can be extracted from data warehouses comprising numeric data only, the other 80% of information is hidden in documents [7]. A similar observation has been made by Feldman [8], who claims that 80% of explicit knowledge in an enterprise can be found in documents. Therefore, document management has been recognised as a key topic in the information and knowledge management [9], which has been a well-established research field and has been successful in application for many areas. This paper provides a review on improving document access performance by integrating key approaches such as structure study and mark-up into an engineering domain. Readers who are interested in information seeking from people can refer to [10–12], study of how engineers’ information seeking practices intertwine looking for informing documents with looking for informed people can be found in [2].

It is important to help engineers find the right information from documents at the right time in a way that most suits the engineers’ profiles [13]. However, the information access performance of many document retrieval systems is limited by the technologies employed in the systems [14]. In traditional IR, systems make use of content information and focus on finding and delivering relevant whole documents (e.g. an entire paper or a Web page) in response to the user’s needs. However, research has shown that the information needs of engineers are often not best met by the return of whole documents, but rather of the most relevant parts (of varying extent) of documents [15–17]. In particular, searching for information with traditional IR in very large documents is problematic, as is finding and collating specific information from multiple document sources. To remedy this, structured document retrieval (SDR) technology has established itself in recent years as an active field of research and development which is distinguished from traditional IR in making use of both structural and content information, therefore allowing users to retrieve the most relevant components of documents, i.e. document content that is more focused on the users’ information needs, for example, a section of a book instead of an entire book [18–20]. Moreover, appropriate representation of a structured document allows for the retrieval process to return aggregated components, for example a set of sections, or all sections of the documents that are relevant to a query, instead of delivering the whole document [21]. Therefore, by taking advantage of the structural information, SDR has two major gains: increased functionality and increased precision [22–24]. SDR is becoming increasingly important to engineering information and knowledge management as structured document formats such as SGML (Standard Generalised Mark-up Language) and XML (eXtensible Mark-up Language) are becoming widely used in enterprises for document publishing and distribution, using Web and other technologies [25].

This paper provides a review on various research activities carried out in the past decade involving the SDR in engineering information management. The core of the paper identifies two key SDR academic research areas: document structure study and mark-up. A comparison of selected papers is carried out based on exploitation of structural information and mark-up for improvement of information access performance in terms of classification, indexing, querying and ranking, and presentation. The final part provides a discussion on the gaps in the research and suggests future directions for SDR research in engineering document management.

2. SDR key issues

This section discusses two key issues of SDR that have a strong impact on information access performance. One is document structure study. The other is document mark-up.

2.1. Document structure study

Document structure is about how content objects are organized in a document such as books, scientific articles and technical manuals [26]. The structure of documents provides a new source of information in addition to document content that IR systems may exploit to improve their search effectiveness. This section starts with the definition of document structure, and then reviews the work on analysis of document structure.
2.1.1. Document structure definition

Establishing the understanding of document structure can be based on different viewpoints. Two crucial clarifications about document structure were introduced by Nunberg in his book *The Linguistics of Punctuation* [27]. First, text structure (for example, a sentence can be viewed orthographically as a portion of text starting with a capital letter and ending with a full stop) was distinguished from syntactic structure (for example, a sentence can also be defined by phrase-structure rules such as S = NP + VP, i.e. a sentence can be made up of a noun phrase and a verb phrase). Secondly, abstract features of text structure were distinguished from the concrete (or graphical) features by which they are expressed. Nunberg’s “text-grammar” was recently extended by Power, Bouayad-Agha and Scott who proposed the use of abstract document structure as a separate descriptive level in the analysis and generation of written texts [28].

The purpose of this representation is to mediate between the message of a text (i.e. its discourse structure) and its physical presentation (i.e. its organisation into graphical constituents like sections, paragraphs, sentence, bulleted lists, figures and footnotes).

Document structures can be distinguished as visible or invisible. Visible structure refers to regular and systematic use of type, space and colour to expose a document’s meaning to a human user, which is codified in grids or style manuals. Invisible structure refers to regular and systematic use of electronic markers to expose a document’s meaning to a machine, which is codified in database tables and schemas, or in SGML/XML DTDs (document type definitions) and schemas [29].

Document structure can be internal (within a document) or external (across documents). Bratko and Filipic distinguished hyperlink structure from document internal structure [25], so did Hauff and Azzopardi [30]. Zhang and Radev addressed cross-document structures in their work [31].

In general, documents can be considered structured according to one or more structure types: linear order of words, sentences, paragraphs; hierarchy or logical structure of a book’s chapters, sections; links (hyperlinks), cross-references, citations; temporal and spatial relationships in multimedia documents. Document structure analysis allows the structure types of a document to be identified.

2.1.2. Document structure analysis

The purpose of document structure analysis is to identify the document structure information of the source documents. There is a growing interest in document structure study because of the widespread use of structured documents (in contrast to flat documents, they have a logical structure and allow the incorporation of additional information through mark-ups, for example XML documents). From an IR point of view, a major advantage of structured documents over flat documents is the potential to access document elements or fragments. An earlier literature survey on document structure analysis algorithms can be found in [32].

Table 1 lists some recent important work on document structure studies. In Table 1, by application domains of image we mean image processing and image analysis for document scanning.

Generally, humans identify logical elements such as section headings or paragraphs from document images using geometric characteristics of the corresponding text areas. Additionally, by combining them into hierarchical structure elements such as sections, they recognise a logical structure of a document [33].

In [34], the authors propose a graph matching approach to label logical elements on a document page. A system developed by the authors can learn a model for a document class, use the model to label images through graph matching, and adaptively improve the model with error feedback. Lee, Choy and Cho present a syntactic approach for logical structure analysis of multi-page documents with hierarchical structures [35]. The work is considered as a valuable contribution to various fields such as digital library and office automation where transformation of large volumes of paper documents into electronic representations is needed. It is a step forward compared with its previous work that mostly targeted single-page documents [36,37]. Also aiming for logical structure analysis of document images, Ishitani proposed a method based on emergent computation [38]. This method has three principal advantages over other methods: adaptive system configuration for various and complex logical structures, robust document analysis tolerant of erroneous feature detection, and feedback of high level logical information to the low level physical process for accurate analysis. Experimental results obtained from 150 documents show that the method is adaptable, robust and effective for various document structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Structure types</th>
<th>Application domains</th>
<th>Performance or evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liang and Doermann</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Logical structure</td>
<td>Image (single page document)</td>
<td>Tested on journal/proceeding articles, and the result shows promising accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. [35]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Logical structure</td>
<td>Image (multi-page document)</td>
<td>Experiment with 372 images scanned from the IEEE transactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ishitani [38]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Logical structure</td>
<td>Image</td>
<td>150 experimental documents, adaptable, robust, and effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [39]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Physical structure, Logical structure, Semantic structure</td>
<td>Text, automatic summarization</td>
<td>Flexible, systematic and extensible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauff and Azzopardi</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Web structure</td>
<td>Web documents</td>
<td>Preliminary experiments, warrants further research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang and Radev</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Cross-document structure</td>
<td>Text classification</td>
<td>Helps improve performance of classifier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above works mainly focus on logical structure of images of documents. Many more studies on document text identify document structure from other perspectives besides logical structure. For example, Wang, Wang and Gao defined a model for document structure analysis in three layers: physical structure layer, logical structure layer and semantic structure layer [39]. The model has been implemented on an Automatic Summarization System and good results have been achieved in the sense that the model is flexible, systematic and extensible.

The importance of structure of the World Wide Web has been widely recognised as more and more documents are available on Internet. Much research has been performed in investigating how links between Web pages can be exploited in an IR setting [40,41]. Hauff and Azzopardi explored the application of the Barabasi–Albert model to link structure analysis on a collection of Web documents within the language modelling framework [30]. The model utilizes the Web structure as described by a scale free network (a specific kind of complex network, in which some nodes act as “highly connected hubs” i.e. high degree, although most nodes are of low degree) and derives a document prior (document priors are probabilities or beliefs that the document is relevant to the query independent of any knowledge about the query) based on a Web document’s age and linkage. Preliminary experiments indicate the utility of the approach over other document link structure algorithms and suggest that it warrants further research.

Cross-document structure theory has emerged with the potential of improving various NLP (natural language processing) applications. An empirical study on cross-document structure relationships between sentence pairs extracted from topically related documents exploiting both labelled data and unlabelled data was reported [31]. The authors investigated a binary classifier for determining the existence of structural relationships and a full classifier using the full taxonomy of the relationships. The result shows that the exploitation of the cross-document structure helps improve the performance of learned classifiers.

The above work, with its emphasis on logical structure, physical structure, Web structure, etc., illustrates a successful case of understanding document composition from different viewpoints. However, the physical and logical views of document structure that predominate in the organisation of general documents are not likely to be sufficiently powerful to handle the wide range of objects found in engineering documentation. Current work on exploration of a more comprehensive view on document structures is being undertaken by the authors of this paper, based on decomposing documents from both content view and context view, from both physical view and logical view, and from technical view and media type view [42].

Once a document’s structure has been understood via its analysis from different viewpoints, the issue of how to take full advantage of the structural information in IR applications comes into the focus of many researchers, and mark-up has been recognised with great potential to facilitate the solution.

2.2. Document mark-up

It is important to make document structure explicit to ensure the accuracy of information retrieval. Document mark-up attempts to fulfil this role. This section describes the effort that has been made in the types of mark-up, mark-up languages, and finally mark-up strategies that support SDR in different circumstances.

2.2.1. Types of mark-up

Document mark-up was defined by Goldfarb as the process of adding codes to a document to identify the structure of a document or the format in which it is to appear [43].

Over last two decades, many mark-up methods have been developed and these can be classified into six basic categories [44,45]:

(1) Punctuational mark-up—where word, phrase, and sentence boundaries are identified by spaces, commas, full stops, and other punctuation characters inserted into the text.
(2) Presentational mark-up—where the visual form of the document is specified directly.
(3) Procedural mark-up—in which presentational instructions (or commands) for some particular processing system are embedded in the text.
(4) Descriptive mark-up—the author identifies the element types as tokens, as often found in applications of SGML and XML, which approach documents as structured objects containing semantically interpretable parts.
(5) Referential mark-up—refers to entities external to the document and is replaced by those entities during processing.
(6) Meta-mark-up—provides a facility for controlling the interpretation of mark-up and for extending the vocabulary of descriptive mark-up languages (e.g. macros).

2.2.2. Mark-up languages

A mark-up language is a formalised way of providing mark-ups [46]. There are dozens or maybe hundreds of mark-up languages in use today. Originally used for production within the publishing industry, mark-up languages have proliferated since the widespread adoption of XML and are being used to support information retrieval in many areas including science and technology [47,48]. This sub-section surveys the mark-up languages that are used to support SDR in three engineering circumstances: text retrieval, graphics retrieval, and Web services.

(1) Mark-up languages for retrieval of text:

XML has been widely employed and implemented in engineering document content management for texts and tables. Most commonly, XML is used as a neutral format of information description and communication standard for engineering documents [56–58]. Further work in this stream, many modification versions of mark-up languages based on XML have been developed for different engineering scenarios. For example, DML (Dimensional
Mark-up languages for retrieval of graphics: 

Mark-up languages for retrieval of graphics has been an important issue for engineering information management. Traditionally, technical drawings, graphs, and images were recognised by IR systems as a raster file and rendered to engineers as a whole picture. It used to be difficult for the systems to retrieve a specific part or text inside a technical drawing. The situation has changed since a series of mark-up languages were introduced over the years. Firstly, SVG [49], Scalable Vector Graphics, a novel XML-based language for describing two-dimensional graphics at the level of graphical objects rather than individual points, is now a W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) [50] standard. SVG is becoming increasingly popular due to its inherent advantages over raster image formats. SVG can work with three types of graphical objects: vectorial graphical shapes (such as lines and primitive shapes), text and images (equivalent to raster image retrieval). The creation of SVG was attributed from other two XML applications for encoding vector information. They are VML (Vector Mark-up Language) [51] and PGML (Precision Graphics Mark-up Language) [52]. VML defines a format for vector information together with additional mark-up to describe how that information may be displayed and edited, and is currently used by Google Maps for rendering vectors when running on IE 5.5 plus version. On the other hand, PGML is designed to meet precision needs of graphics artists besides simple vector graphics needs of casual users. Both VML and PGML were submitted to W3C as proposed standards in 1998, but failed, and then joined and improved upon to create SVG. X3D (eXtensible 3D) [53], the successor to VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language) [54], was introduced for real-time three-dimensional computer graphics and is now an ISO standard. X3D features many extensions to VRML such as Humanoid Animation, NURBS and GeoVRML, the ability to encode the scene using XML syntax as well as the Open Inventor-like syntax of VRML97, and enhanced application programmer interfaces (APIs). In recent years, SVG and X3D have been utilised in engineering domain such as design and manufacturing systems, especially for representation of product models and provision with complex engineering data for applications such as CAD/CAPP/CAM [55].

Mark-up languages for Web services: 

Web service was promoted as the biggest paradigm shift since the invention of Web itself [63]. Different types of Web services have emerged in engineering domain, in particular for product design, business information systems and enterprise integration. Behind the success of all types of Web services, many XML-based standards such as SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), WSDL (Web Service Description Language) and XML-RPC (Remote Procedure Calls) are the key contributors. SOAP defines the XML-based message format that Web service-enabled applications use to communicate and interoperate with each other over the Web [64]. Based on SOAP, WDSL is a collection of metadata about XML-based services used to specify the procedures to discover functional and technical information about Web services over the Web [65]. XML-RPC is a remote procedure call protocol that uses XML to encode its calls and HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) as a transfer mechanism [66]. These XML-based standards enable applications to call functions from other applications, running on any hardware platform regardless of operating systems or programming languages, and have started finding their positions to play a central role in building and integrating enterprise applications. For instance, Umar discusses the application of SOAP, WSDL together with UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) to enterprise boundaries business-to-business (B2B) trade and outsourcing through application service providers (ASPs) [67]. Comparatively, Bussler argues that the traditional Web service triplets SOAP, WSDL and UDDI allow enterprise application integration and B2B integration only possible at syntactic level, and therefore advocates using XML-RPC to enable semantic level integration [68].

2.2.3. Document mark-up strategies

Adding mark-ups to a document increases its value by making its content more accessible. Without mark-up, from a computer system’s point of view, a document is just a long sequence of strings, and thus the operations that can be performed on such a document are rather limited. Once a document has been marked up, the system is able to exploit the implicit semantics of the mark-up tags, thus allowing for operations that are closer to the semantic level [69,70].

Document mark-up can be done at macro-level (dealing with the global visual and logical structure of a document), micro-level (used for marking single words or word groups), or symbol-level. Its practice is usually done manually, semi-automatically or automatically according to how much human effort is involved. Manual mark-up is the most popular, most accurate (with human interpretation) but most labour-intensive. Automatic mark-up reduces manual intervention and gives a more integral representation of the documents.

There have been limited publications concerning with automatic and hybrid mark-up. For example [71–73], all explored automatic mark-up with different methods and
targeting on different types of documents. In [71], the authors reported on the design and implementation of a system which automates the process of capturing structured documents from the optically recognised form of printed materials to elements like words, sentences, title, authors, etc. but not for logical content elements. A novel system that can automatically mark-up text documents into XML is discussed in [72]. The system uses a self-organising map (SOM) algorithm and inductive learning algorithm. Experiments were carried out with business letters. The system can extract elements like address, date, salutation, paragraph and closing, etc. This system is adaptive in nature and learns from errors to improve mark-up accuracy. Cui discussed an automatic mark-up system which is based on machine learning methods and enhanced by machine learned domain rules and conventions [73]. The work is concentrated on taxonomic descriptions of plants (flora). Although machine learning systems are state-of-the-art, especially for simple tagging problems, knowledge based systems (mostly rule-based) have traditionally been the top performers in most information extraction benchmarks, and still retain some advantages. Feldman, Rosenfeld and Fresko propose a hybrid semantic tagging approach, which combines the power of knowledge-based and statistical machine learning [74]. The rules for the extraction grammar are written manually, while the probabilities are trained from an annotated corpus. The experiments show that the hybrid approach outperforms both purely statistical and purely knowledge-based systems. Vargas-Vera et al. present an annotation tool that provides both automated and semi-automated support for marking up Web pages with semantic contents [75].

2.3. Summary of document structure and mark-up from implementation view

This section has reviewed recent work on document structures and mark-ups. Different types of document structures and mark-ups are suitable for different application purposes. From implementation viewpoint, to decide what mark-up languages or standards for specific SDR applications is an important matter, which undertakes three key steps, as illustrated in Fig. 1. First step is to determine document structures for the application scenarios, and then to determine mark-up strategies based on the nature of structures. Finally, to determine which mark-up standards and languages that can realise the mark-up strategies. Matrices can be developed to map the mark-up standards to mark-up strategies, to document structures, to application scenarios at each step. For details about the matrix development, please refer to authors’ earlier publication [76].

3. SDR to improve information retrieval performance

The earlier sections of this paper have provided a broad review of the SDR approach and the key issues of structure study and mark-up technology. These establish the background for understanding of the current research in using SDR to improve information access performance. Until recently, SDR has been an academic domain, with most research work undertaken by computer scientists, even though general content-based document management approaches have been widely explored in engineering domain (for example [77–79]). This section will survey the work on SDR both in academic research conducted by computer scientists and its engineering applications which involve using SDR technology to improve performance in terms of information classification, indexing, querying and ranking, and information presentation to users.

3.1. SDR for information classification

Document classification has been used in IR in many different contexts such as document filtering, word sense disambiguation and classification against hierarchies as used in the Waypoint system [80]. Although most document categorisation research is limited to flat text representations, there exists a limited body of work that deals with structured documents. Generally speaking, the work in classification of structured documents makes use of two types of structure...
Majority of existing work on classifying structured documents makes use of hyperlink structure information for HTML (Hypertext Mark-up Language) pages by employing flat text classifiers. For example, Furnkranz [81] and Glover et al. [82] consider using the textual context of links to a Web page, rather than text of Web page itself, as features for classification and show improvement in accuracy when classifying hypertext documents. Quek makes combined use of three classifiers operating respectively on the textual information, section titles and hyperlinks [83]. A similar approach is adopted in [84] with three classifiers respectively on HTML tags, metadata and textual information. Results show the improvement in the performance compared to a simple flat text classifier. Previous research by Ghani et al. [85] also shows that combining the use of hyperlink structure information and internal structure (tags and metadata) usually outperforms either representation alone. All this work relies on the HTML tag semantic and cannot adapt to more general structured document classification where for example the tag semantics is not known in advance.

To fulfil the categorisation of well structured documents such as in SGML and XML, more principled representations are needed to capture the internal structure information of the documents. In this area, researchers have been attempting to design new classifiers to adapt for structured documents. Yi and Sundarsan propose a vector representation for tree-like structured documents [86]. It makes use of the local word frequencies which depend on the element path from document root to the nodes and designs a Naive Bayes classifier to use on the resulting feature vector. The experiments were taken on two small document collections and with very basic structures. Denoyer and Gallinari use a splitting approach (a strategy to incorporate document structure, in which the flat text bags-of-words vector is split into a set of vectors, one for each component, each document is therefore represented by one such set of vectors. The splitting approach assumes that words are distributed differently in different document components and attempts to build a better classifier by modelling the distributions separately) in combination with a Naive Bayes text classifier [87]. This method was more extensively discussed in [88] using a SVM (support-vector-machine) classifier with a Fisher kernel on top of the original generative model. The results from experiments on a number of datasets with different types of structured documents are very encouraging. Piwowarski, Faure and Gallinari investigated using Bayesian networks for the task of ad-hoc retrieval of structured documents [89]. Recently, Bratko and Filipic examine three general approaches to exploiting structural information: tagging, splitting and stacking (a strategy to combine the predictions of individual per-component models from the splitting approach) [25]. In the stacking stage a meta-classifier makes the final prediction based on the results of different models obtained by splitting. The result shows that the relative success of these approaches is fairly stable across different base classifiers. In particular, the work finds that stacking consistently performs best and often outperforms the flat text model by a wide margin.

Most previous systems for document management have relied on manual classification methods controlled by human experts. Due to the widespread use of information technologies for engineering and the increasing availability of electronic documents, manual classification is becoming unfeasible. More and more information classification systems developed for engineering document management are adopting advanced computer methods and artificial intelligence to achieve automation. For example, the Waypoint system, based on a faceted classification approach, is populated using an automatic constraint-based classifier [80]. Caldas, Soibelman and Han present a unique way, by using machine learning methods, to improve information organisation and access in inter-organisational systems based on automated classification of construction project documents according to their related project components [90].

3.2. SDR for information indexing

Index terms (or keywords, i.e. pre-selected terms which can be used to refer to the content of a document) play a distinct role in the IR. In the SDR the significance of index terms is strongly dependent on not only the frequency of the terms but also on the sections in which the terms occur. Furthermore, the terms are strongly dependent on the user needs. A limited amount of work in the literature has addressed these issues.

Bordogna and Pasi proposed a novel idea of defining an indexing mechanism which exploits a user’s indication of their preferences on the documents’ sections that they estimate to bear the most interesting information to create personalised and distinct representations of the same structured documents for distinct users [91]. This work has been further developed in [92], which presented a personalised indexing and retrieval approach for heterogeneous structured documents. The indexing mechanism comprised a dynamic component on top of a static component. The dynamic component is run at retrieval time during query evaluation. It computes the significance of the query terms in the document sections by taking into account the user needs expressed in the document structure-based and content-based conditions. The definition of this adaptive indexing mechanism constitutes a step forward towards the design of flexible IR systems allowing different levels of the adaptability to user needs.

Research in the engineering domain shows that high information retrieval performance of document management systems in terms of precision and recall can be achieved by appropriate indexing mechanisms regardless that the indexing process is operated manually or automatically. A concept space approach based on automatic indexing and concurrence analysis algorithms was introduced in [93] and was tested in the electrical engineering domain, generating significantly higher concept recall than the human-generated INSPEC computer engineering thesaurus. Comparatively, Yang, Wood and Cutkosky consider a manual indexing method to retrieve information captured from electronic design logbooks to meet
the evolutionary nature of design through the development of thesauri for design context [94]. They found that manual methods provide a higher level of IR performance, although with high overhead requirements. Further research on indexing design knowledge that is intuitive to an engineering designer contributed to the development of an ontology for engineering design [95].

3.3. SDR for information querying and ranking

To help users access and retrieve documents indexed with structural information, Egnor and Lord proposed a mechanism that uses reactive and automatic techniques to add structure to initially unstructured queries [96]. These techniques distinguish this work from database systems that presuppose proactively structured queries expressed in a formal query language such as SQL (Structured Query Language) or XML-QL (XML Query Language). A query mechanism that applies database style query evaluation in response to IR style keyword-based queries for retrieving relevant answers from a logically structured document is proposed by Pradhan and Tanaka [97]. The semantics of keyword-based queries are first defined. Then an algebra that is capable of computing every relevant portion of a document (which can be considered answers to a set of arbitrary keywords) is discussed. The ordering and structural relationships among the components are preserved in the answer. The paper also introduces several practically useful filters that save users from having to deal with an overwhelming number of answers.

An SDR system should score a document not only by term frequencies but also by examining its structure. Kim and Zhang propose a ranking scheme for HTML documents where ranking is not based on the existence of a term in a document, but the existence of a term in specified tags in the document [98,99]. The rank for a given document is the product of two scores: one for the term and one for the tag. The limitation of this scheme is that terms outside the chosen tags cannot be found. For terms inside the chosen tags, there is a risk of indiscrimination, for example, a document containing a search term twice in tag <title> and once in tag <paragraph> can have the same score as that twice in <paragraph> and once in <title>. This issue has been addressed by Trotman who presented a method of indexing and searching structured data allowing structure weighting, in which document structures are identified first and then term frequency is replaced by a structured weighted term frequency [24]. Experiments with weighted ranking using vector and probabilistic retrieval show significant improvements over un-weighted retrieval. A model proposed in [92] can flexibly query documents with heterogeneous structured documents. The term “heterogeneous structured documents” means the documents having distinct structures, i.e., differing in some or even all their constituent components or sections.

3.4. SDR for information presentation

It is well understood that information seeking is a vague and imprecise process, especially in SDR because structured documents are often long and complex. A good presentation of information with well-designed user interfaces is found to be particularly effective in this case [100]. It has also been recognised that the best approach to querying structured documents is to let the user specify in the most natural way both the content and the structural requirements of the desired documents [101]. This issue has been addressed by [102] and further explored in [26]. In this latter work, the authors present a new GUI, with explanatory and selective feedback capabilities, for structured document retrieval specifically designed for hierarchically structured documents. A user-task oriented evaluation shows that the proposed interface provides the user with an intuitive and powerful set of tools for structured document searching, retrieved list navigation, and search refinement. Work reported in [103] tackles the problem of bootstrapping engineering document recognition systems. A user-friendly interface is presented aiming to acquire knowledge concerning the graphical appearance of objects and to learn the best approach to recognise the learned objects.

Relevance feedback is a desirable feature of modern information retrieval system. It covers a range of techniques intending to improve a user’s query and facilitate retrieval of information relevant to a user’s information need. Ruthven and Lalmas considered specific interfaces to relevance feedback systems and characteristics of searchers that can affect the use and success of relevance feedback systems [104]. Further in [105], the authors present five user experiments on incorporating behavioural information into the relevance feedback process. Models for representation and retrieval of heterogeneous structured documents can be found in [106,107].

3.5. Summary

Different SDR mechanisms have been reviewed in this section with respect to information classification, indexing, querying and ranking, and presentation. From information user’s point of view, information (i.e. document fragment) retrieval undergoes key process steps such as forming information need in a form that can be understood by the SDR retrieval mechanisms, translating the information need into an appropriate query format to retrieve desired results. From information implementer’s point of view, important process steps include describing documents in a form that allows the retrieval mechanism to identify the potentially relevant document fragments quickly and with precision based on the document structure analysis and mark-up. Here the key is to match information provider’s implementation mechanisms with the user’s information need, as shown in Fig. 2. For information implementers to start the SDR process, preparation is needed to mark-up the documents so that document fragments can be extracted ready for classification.

4. Discussion and future research directions

The authors have classified the numerous research interests of SDR to improve information access performance and its application to engineering document management referred in the paper into several areas. Fig. 3 shows a classification, which
is used in this section to discuss the distribution of existing work, to compare interests between computer scientists and engineering researchers, and to identify possible future research directions.

4.1. Comparison and distribution of existing work

The first comparison of the research is carried out based on the denominators (structures and mark-ups) that result in performance improvement in document retrieval and the specific application domains. For example:

- What structural information (internal or hyperlink structure) is used to support SDR process?
- What type of mark-ups are employed?
- What aspects of the performance are improved by employing the key denominators?

- What application areas (including engineering) have been targeted by existing work?

The key denominators against performance of previously discussed work are illustrated and compared in Table 2. Key denominators are primarily classified based on the type of structures and mark-ups. The structure types can be physical, logical, semantic, ontology, hyperlink, meta-data, etc., and mark-ups can be generic (SGML, XML) or specific. The performance aspects have been classified into four categories: information classification, indexing, querying and ranking, and presentation.

A wide diversity of structures has been considered by researchers. Physical and logical structures have been the most popular. At a higher level of importance, such structures as hyperlink, ontology and meta-data are also included. Accordingly, the mark-ups employed also show a wide range of
approaches. Even though XML and HTML show clear dominance, RDF (Resource Description Framework) and OWL (Web Ontology Language) also have gained popularity, especially in the research related to meta-data and ontology. SVG has obtained its unique place with respect to graphics mark-up. In addition to the diversity of structure, Table 2 also shows that the researches using the same set of structures and mark-up for the same application domain were very scarce.

The second comparison is carried out between the existing work undertaken by computer scientists and engineering researchers, and the distribution among different aspects of information access performance, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. This figure compares the work conducted by computer scientists and in engineering application in all four aspects of SDR to improve information access performance. From this figure, we can see two clear trends. First, it shows that the research has been dominated by computer academia. The authors selected over 90 publications, only 16 out of them are concerned with SDR application in engineering, which counts about 17% of the collection. In fact, publications concerned with SDR application to engineering in all four aspects of information access performance, i.e. classification, indexing, querying and ranking, and presentation, are all numbered below 6. Secondly, in the research of computer scientists, the biggest interests are on information classification and presentation (user interface and relevance feedback). Comparatively, scientists show less interest in the information indexing, querying and ranking with SDR. This pattern is also reflected by the engineering applications.

4.2. Future research directions

With the development of structured textual and multimedia documents, and with the increasing importance of structured document formats like XML, the nature of documents is changing. There is an urgent need for realistic and effective strategies to establish SDR systems in engineering document management to face the changes and to take advantage of the opportunities those changes present. There has been active research to explore the key issues and methodologies to improve information access performance in engineering document management, many research questions are still open for discussion. The future research directions include (but not limited to):

(1). As document structure has been fundamental to all the aspects of performance improvement, structure study should be expected to remain as an active research topic in the future. Existing work on structure study has been focusing on logical structure, physical structure and Web
structure. Study of document structure from new perspectives or from more comprehensive perspectives should be in the heart of future work [116]. Considering that the dependencies between elements could be complicated for a large structured engineering document, further exploration of learning dependencies, especially the semantic analysis of the relationships between document elements, can still be a challenge for future work.

(2). Structured documents usually have a much richer representation than flat ones, how to capture and exploit the structural information, especially for a complex and highly structured engineering documents such as technical reports or industrial process plans, can be difficult. Document templates have been widely used in industry document engineering practice, further work to explore the utilisation of mechanisms like document templates to assist in identifying, capturing and exploitation of structural information for engineering document retrieval is highly desirable. Software tools like Microsoft InfoPath allow users to define document templates compatible with XML schemas or DTDs, to draft documents using a graphical interface and to save documents in XML format. Development of similar software tools that can provide easy-to-learn mechanisms like templates for engineers to capture and exploit document structures will undoubtedly facilitate SDR technology to be further accepted in industry.

(3). It is also important to work on best entry points [117] into a hierarchical structure in the SDR, given the aggregated evidence in individual objects. Research undertaken by [118] explored engineers’ preference for elements in the document structure to show document content when accessing design documents. The results show that elements like headings, figures and tables are among engineers’ preferred elements. Further work on the investigation of mechanisms to implement those preference elements as best entry points would provide SDR with tremendous engineer significance, because in this way presentation results to engineers will be focused by displaying only selected document components in the interface, rather than all relevant document components, thus reducing engineers’ time and disorientation caused by lack of domain knowledge.

(4). Companies have huge number of legacy documents that may not be constructed in a standard structure. Retrieval of information pieces (document fragments) from those legacy documents is not trivial work. To enforce a DTD or schema that represents document structure applicable to specific engineering scenarios into the legacy documents would be highly beneficial for engineering information management. Marking up documents without a DTD or schema for SDR is currently undertaken through artificial intelligence (for example, machine learning). As a next step forward, work should explore how automatic mark-up approaches take account of DTDs or schemas that fully represent engineering scenarios.

(5). There is a trend from finding document components for specific engineering questions to creation of new answers. After data warehousing and data mining have achieved success in engineering such as in manufacturing enterprises [119,120], many researchers now advocate it is time to conduct research works on document warehousing to capture business intelligence [7]. Unlike traditional document management, document warehouses include extensive semantic information about documents, cross-document feature relations, and document grouping or clustering to provide more accurate and more efficient access to text-oriented business intelligence.

5. Conclusion

The introduction of SDR to engineering information management has been a viable option for retrieving documents at component level and with precision. This is warranted by exploitation of structural information and mark-up technologies in the process of information classification, indexing, querying and ranking, and information presentation to users. With continuous advance of SDR fundamentals, the viability of SDR application to engineering document management can be considerably extended.

This paper has reviewed the background, the current state of the art of SDR approaches, key issues and its positive impact on the information retrieval performance. This review has been undertaken to identify the aspects that are applicable to SDR within engineering document management. Selected collections of publications have been analysed to establish the key requirements that determine information access performance, and to establish an initial view on how SDR has started changing the process of engineering document management, not only in the way information is retrieved, but also from the way a document is constructed to the way it is delivered, although exploration is still ongoing in this aspect. It can be expected that the key strategies of whole engineering document management processes will be substantially affected along with the SDR advance in the future.
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